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A variety of Load / Extension graphs to suit your specific

load case are available for the Fibre Products in this

brochure. Please contact Bridon for further details.

Tensile Strength

Strengths are determined on new ropes under laboratory

conditions according to Bridons’ QA25 quality procedures.

Ropes can be supplied and tested to a number of

international quality standards including EN 919, US Mil

Specifications and Cordage Institute specifications.

Weight

Rope mass is determined by weighing a rope sample that

has been measured at a reference load.

For most ropes this is calculated as:

Reference Load (kg) = D²/8

Where D = Rope diameter (mm)

Care in use

Storage

Ropes should be stored, where possible under suitable

cover. The area should be clean, dry and cool out of direct

sunlight. Rope should be stored off the ground, to allow

adequate ventilation, and away from metal walls or steam

pipes. Never store rope on concrete or dirty floors, or drag

over rough ground - dirt and grit picked up by the rope can

work into the strands cutting the inside fibres. Keep away

from chemicals of all types. In the case of long term

storage used ropes should be hosed down with fresh water

to reduce salt crystals that can affect the life and efficiency

of the ropes.

Physical Properties

Extension Properties of Synthetic Ropes

Rope extension and elasticity are important characteristics

because they will determine rope behaviour in terms of peak

loads and mooring excursions. Synthetic fibre ropes differ

from steel because the load-extension characteristics of

synthetic fibre ropes are non-linear and time dependent.

The overall extension of a synthetic rope is made up from

several different components:

Elastic Extension

Elastic extension is the extension that is immediately

recoverable upon the release of the load. In a continuously

working environment elastic extension will dominate the

rope behaviour.

Visco-elastic Extension

Visco-elastic extension is only recoverable with time after

the release of the load. The behaviour of ropes subjected to

occasional high loads will be significantly influenced by this

visco-elastic component.

Permanent Extension

Permanent extension is non-recoverable. It will occur when a

new rope is first used or when a rope is subject to an unusually

high load. It occurs as a result of the individual fibre

components of the rope “bedding in” to their preferred

positions. Continuous loading of some ropes can also lead to

further permanent extension due to creep at the molecular level.

Components of Rope Extension

Synthetic Rope Technical Information

Nylon (Polyamide) 1.14 0.1 – 0.12 218

Polyester 1.38 0.12 – 0.15 256

HMPE (Steelite) 0.97 0.07 147
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"V" shaped grooves should not be used as they tend to

pinch and damage the rope by increasing friction and

crushing the fibres. Sheave surfaces should be smooth and

free from burs. Sheaves should be maintained regularly so

that they are free to rotate at all times.

Sharp Bends

Sharp bends around any piece of equipment should be

avoided. Where a static rope passes around any surface

with a deflection of 10 degrees or more then the diameter

of the surface should be a minimum of three times the rope

diameter. Any sharp bend in a rope under load will

substantially decrease its strength and may cause

premature damage or failure.

Eye Splices

The length of an eye in a rope should be a minimum of

three times, and preferably five times, the diameter of the

item around which it is to be passed. This will ensure that

the angle between the two legs of the eye will not cause a

tearing action at the throat of the eye. For instance if the

eye of a mooring line is passing around a 600mm diameter

bollard then the eye should be a minimum of 1.8 metres

and preferably 3 metres.

Retiring Ropes

Apart from rejecting your rope when obviously damaged, it

is wise to establish lifetimes of your rope within the

parameters of the use for which it was selected. This will

allow you to retire your rope on a regular scheduled basis,

provided of course, that your conditions of usage remain

unchanged. Remember to re-establish your discard criteria

if changing rope type, rope material or rope breaking load.

Safety of life and property is the prime consideration. If in

doubt ask Bridon for recommendations.

Handling

If a rope is supplied on a reel this must be allowed to freely

rotate on a central pin or pipe so that the rope can be

drawn off the top layer. Never take rope from a reel lying on

its side.

Braided ropes can not be kinked or hockled, however, twist

can be imparted into the ropes in service. Excessive twist

can cause an imbalance between the right and left hand

strands and should therefore be removed as soon as

possible by counter-rotating the rope when it is relaxed.

Rope Safety

Never stand in line with a rope under tension. If a rope fails

it can recoil with sufficient force to cause serious injury or

even death. Ensure all end terminations are adequate to

take shock loads. Use correct safety factors.

Rope Inspection

In use, rope should be inspected regularly for evidence of

surface abrasion (chafe) including major yarn or strand

cuts.

Ropes should be examined along their entire length for

areas of stiffening or inconsistent diameter, where the rope

has either flattened (necking) or has an unusual lump or

surface hernia. This can indicate internal damage or core

failure due to overloading or severe shock loads. If limited

to one small section the damaged area may be cut out and

re-spliced, otherwise the rope should be discarded.

Check splices and tucks for evidence of movement or

misalignment. If in doubt cut off and re-splice.

Rope installation and handling equipment

Full guidelines for rope installation and operation are

available on request from Bridon.

Pulleys and Sheaves

The ratio between rope diameter and sheave diameter is

critical to the safe usage of a rope. As a general guide a

ratio of 8:1 minimum should be used for 8-strand, 12-strand

and Braidline (Double Braid) ropes and 12:1 minimum

should be used for Superline ropes. The groove of the

pulley should be "U" shaped and the groove width 10%

greater than the rope diameter. The depth of the groove

should be approximately half the rope diameter.

Synthetic Rope Technical Information


